SAIC Company Overview

- Leading technology integrator specializing in technical, engineering, intelligence, and enterprise IT services to the U.S. government
- 46-year history of mission service delivery and customer relationships
- Significant scale of about $4.4 billion with diversified contract base
- Highly skilled workforce of about 15,000 employees
- Strong and predictable cash flow
Integrating technology for armed services aerospace systems and tactical vehicles

Enabling eDiplomacy by connecting Department of State Embassies, Consulates and Diplomatic Missions worldwide

Advancing space exploration by connecting scientists across the globe

Providing cyber security services that protect and defend information systems by ensuring availability, integrity, authentication and confidentiality

System engineering for the full lifecycle of critical national space assets

Biometrics testing for the full lifecycle of critical infrastructure assets

Developing new techniques to reduce the time to gather intelligence data from hours to minutes
On NICS, SAIC manages:
- over 500 point to point dedicated circuits
- over 35,000 switch voice circuits
- nearly 3,000 calling cards.
- Satellite services for each center.
- NASA’s Network connecting to many countries, including Australia, Germany, Canada, Spain, Argentina, France, Chile
- 3 Wide Area Networks: Mission, Corporate, Research
- > 50 LAN’s (including international connectivity)
- 156,000 Devices Connected
- 200 connections to universities and partners

NICS Consolidates Wide Area Networks and Local Area Networks into single agency contract.
Enterprise Applications Services Technology - EAST

- Daily support for 60,000+ NASA Agency users
- Managing over 90,000 active identities
- Managing over 600 integrations between applications
- Manage Over 240 production IT Systems across the Agency
- ITIL v3 based
- Agile scrum development approach
- Strong Matrix Organization Structure
- Government Enterprise approved PKI and Two-Factor Authentication solution
- Enterprise End to End Solution
- Mobile Applications and Enterprise Portals

Largest civilian federal deployment of ERP systems

EAST touches every NASA user and contractor EVERY day